
Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Idol 4 in
Read More
SKU: 00932
Price: ₹5,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Give artistic flavor to your living room and make your statement; The timeless
design of the Panchamukhi Hanuman Idol can withstand the ages. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  4 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Sitting  Depiction about
the stone sculptures:

The statuette is seen genuflecting on a lotus base.
The statuette has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with
10 hands adorned with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The miniature is carved by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is widely
famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The Chiranjivi (Immortal)

The five-faced of Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West).
This form arose when he went to Patal Lok to kill demon Ahiravana when he kidnaped Lord 
Rama & Laxmana. The demon's soul rested in five candles and the only way to destroy him
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was by extinguishing all the five candles at the same time; this is when he manifested his
Pancha Mukhi look.

Some ideas and directions for the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Hanuman Idol should be placed in the southwest direction of your home
or office.
You can also use it in worship in the temple of your home, or office.
You can place it on the dashboard of your car, cabin, cupboard, or your study and
reception desk.
A precious gifting option for your loved one on the occasion of birthday, home warming, or
marriage anniversary.

Every face has its benefits, explained below:

Lord Hanuman: He faces eastward, Hanuman helps one to get rid of one's sins and
bestows peace and happiness.
Lord Narasimha: He faces south, removes fear, and showered victory on the devotee.
Lord Garuda: Facing the west, offers protection from negative influences, black magic,
etc.
Lord Varaha: removes ill effects of planets, and bestows wealth and prosperity.
Lord Hayagriva: Blesses one knowledge, progeny, and liberation.

Techniques of taking care of the sculpture:

Soapstone is a non-porous and shatter-proof material which makes it more durable.
Grab a soft cloth and wipe the surface of the sculpt but don't get harsh on it.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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Soapstone Namaste Hanuman
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00930
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

A gorgeous statement piece by CRAFTS ODISHA which is impossible to take your
eyes off. The 6 inch Hanuman Namaste statue with sparkle and precision provides
astonishing home decor vibes. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3
x 1 inch Position: SittingDescription of the stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus pedestal with folded hands.
Lord Hanuman is always seen with his weapon Mace alongside, like the sculpt above.
The soothing statue is made by the artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is widely
famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The ardent devotee of Lord Rama

He is perceived to be an incarnation of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit "Hanu" means Jaw, and "Man" means disfigured, so Hanuman means with
"Disfigured jaw".
Lord Hanuman is the personification of unshakable faith and devotion for Lord Rama, for
which he is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in all temples of Lord Rama.
Every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of Chaitra, his birth anniversary is
celebrated.
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Some ideas for the placement of the stone sculptures :

The idol should always be placed in the south zone of the home or office.
It will be very auspicious to worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
Place him on the top of the console, sideboard for a decorative aesthetic.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or your reception desk office.
You can gift your loved ones at their special event.

Reap some benefits of keeping the sacred statue :

Those who want to attain, energy, knowledge, and braveness, will be beneficial to keep the
sacred statue.
Lord Hanuman cures all sick results of planet Saturn.
His blessings help one to excel and succeed in life.
To conquer any complexity in life, Lord Hanuman removes all the darkness and guides
through the righteous path in one's life.

Ways to clean the stone sculptures:

The statue is built from durable materials like Pink stone.
Pink stones are non-porous and indestructible.
To cleanse the statue, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.

Small Garuda Murti Black Stone
6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01809
Price: ₹16,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

Garuda Statue Unique
Soapstone Carving
Read More
SKU: 01785
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

The Garuda Statue Unique Soapstone carving with natural materials showcases an
especially creative way to decorate with a unique kneeling position of the semi-
divine Garuda God. Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 6 inch Position:
Kneeling Height: 6 inch About the Garuda statue:

The statue is seen kneeling with the right leg vertically folded but the knee is raised while
the leg is folded and placed horizontally on a two-layer lotus pedestal.
He is a mix of the human body, limbs, head, and wings, talons, beaks of an eagle.
His hands are folded in Anjali Mudra with wings spread out.
The splendid engraved image is formed by the artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
globally famous for its complex design.

The embodiment of strength: Garuda

The semi-divine is the mount of Lord Vishnu.
He is widely known as the king of all birds and the enemy of snakes.
You won't find any Dhwaja of Lord Vishnu without Garuda.
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Direction and placement opinions:

The statue should be kept in the southwest while facing him to the Northeast.
Use the divine statue in the temple for worshiping purposes.
You can put either side of any Vishnu temple or atop it.
If you want to add a unique element to your backyard, park, or garden then what is better
than keeping a statue genuflecting the Garuda God?
Create a major outdoor focal point with the help of a little gravel and greenery around it.
Place it near any water fountain, pond, or artificial water feature, so you can enjoy the
relaxing sound of water while admiring the beauty of your statue.
Add a pop of color to your garden by placing the statue on a flower bed surrounded by
lilies, roses, Azalea, Alyssa, Cassia, etc.
The statue has its own unique look which will add tons of curb appeal to your home,
garden, or park.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion anymore.

Blessings of keeping the stone sculpture of Garuda God:

It can do wonders in improving one's ability and creativity.
It also helps to excel in the respective occupation.
The statue is beneficial for the betterment of life.

A guiding:

Its weather-proof and durability make this stone sculpture prominent.
For cleaning, wipe it with a piece of cloth or dust it with a hand broom.
Clean it from time to time to keep the dirt away from the Garuda Statue.
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Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti 4
feet
Read More
SKU: 01774
Price: ₹95,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The  Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti features a classic aesthetic, that provide a subtle
touch of traditional charm.

Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Dimension(HWL):  48 inch
Position: Sitting
Height: 4 ft

Let's explicate the Panchamukhi Hanuman sculpture:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus base.
The statue has five faces in all five directions with ten hands endowed with many weapons
like a battle ax, disk, mace, trident, prayer bead, and sword. 
The enthralling form is made by the proficient artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely recognized for its intricate design globally.

Panchamukhi Hanuman: The legend

Considered to be the 11th incarnation of Lord Shiva. 
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The five-faced Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha.
"Hanuman" means "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man means Disfigured).
Lord Hanuman is the personification of supremely powerful, immortal, and omnipresent.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the full moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra Purnima in several parts of India. 

Placement ideas and advice:

The idol should be put in the southwest direction of the home or office. 
You can worship the idol in your temple, home, or office.
Place it at the entrance of your garden, park, or landscaping.
Strive to inspire peaceful contemplation with the garden statue, in your garden, park, or
lawn.
Combine the basic elements of plants, water, and rocks with simple, clean lines to create a
tranquil retreat with the sculpture.
Create an attractive arbor or archway to display the structure in it.
 A winding path that leads your eye past the stone pagoda and invites you to speculate on
what's around the next corner.
 Place it near conifers that provide soothing shades of green around the year, like hedges
and bushes.
Moss makes a peaceful-looking ground cover in damp, shady areas. Because moss doesn't
tolerate foot traffic nicely, place a stepping stone walkway among the moss to allow
passage without damaging its soft surface.

Utilities by keeping the sacred statue :

It is believed that placing a  Panchamukhi Hanuman idol wards off evil energy and that
households don't suffer any problems. 
It also aids in getting Goddess Laxmi's blessing. 
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets eradicated with his grace. 
The five-faced idol not only relief from miscellaneous diseases and removes all planetary
dosha. 

Tips for washing the stone sculpture of  Panchamukhi Hanuman :

Douse the statue using a hose in gentle mode, once it got soaked.
Rinse the statue using a cloth or sponge you may use a small bristle brush to reach the
detailed parts of the statue.
Once you are done with scrubbing, let it air dry followed by a final shower.
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Nandi Bull Temple Statue of
Sandstone 3.5 ft width
Read More
SKU: 01738
Price: ₹128,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Sandstone Harihara Vahana
Statue for Temple 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01684
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Garuda Statues, Hindu
Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sandstone Statue for Outdoor Garden,
Sandstone Statue Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone
Harihara Vahanam Sculpture for Temple

Product Description
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Ganite Muguni Stone Shiv Vahan
Nandi Bull Statue
Read More
SKU: 01670
Price: ₹165,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Granite Nandi Idol, Granite Nandi Statue
Manufacturer, Nandi Bull Statue, Nandi Sculpture for
Temple, Nandi Statue for Puja, Nandi Stone Idol, Shiv
Bahan Nandi Idol

Product Description

A custom-built and cleverly designed sculpture by CRAFTS ODISHA. The Shiva
Vahana Nandi Bull statue is a beautiful realistic Granite muguni stone statue that
makes your outdoor space a serene focal point. Material: Blackstone / Granite stone
statue Dimension(HWL): 24 x 48 x 16 inch Position: Sitting / Kneeling  statue Height: 2 ft
Elucidation of the sacred Nandi bull statue:

It's a sculpture of a beautiful statue of Bull Nandi, enriched with shallow carving.
The bull has a decorative saddle cloth on its back, a double row of necklaces along with a
bell.
 Sitting on a flat base, raised one leg while the other is folded under his body.
It's a magnificent structure, keeping all the features of a bull right in its place, the sculptor
has given its best of engraving from within a single stone of granite.

Nandakeshwar; Sacred vahana of Lord Shiva:

The sacred bull of the Hindu god Lord Shiva, an ardent devotee of Lord Shiva.
Served as the Vahana of Lord Shiva & the gatekeeper of Kailasha.
Every shrine of the Hindu god Shiva has Bull Nandi in front of the sanctum, where the
Linga is.
Whispering the own wish in the ears of Bull Nandi is believed to be fulfilled by Lord Shiva.
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Some inviting options for incorporating the stone sculptures:

The easiest way to make your sculpt look welcoming is by setting them up in the sanctum
of Lord Shiva.
Incorporate the statue among the greenery of the garden, park, and lawn. Rocks water and
plants give out a sense of calm in the surrounding.
A fountain or a statement-making water feature would be a lovely addition to the sculpture
in the outdoor ambiance.
Flowers always ensure you feel positive and bright which adds beauty to the sculpture
twice more.
Incorporate it on a few heights above the maiden, among colorful shrubs and edges of the
plants.
Maybe it's a pond, a pool, or particularly a stately tree, the statue will be more highlighted
near it.

The sacred benefits of keeping of Nadi bull:

Nandi bull protects businesses from unforeseen forces.
It elevates the loyalty between the owner and the employee.
It removes Pitru Dosh (four fathers) from your birth chart.
Individuals having wishes are believed to get fulfilled when muttering in the ear of bull
Nandi.

How to clean your stone sculptures:

The Nandi bull has come a long way, from the traditional placement of the temple to a
statement piece for outdoor embellishment.
It needs a good cleaning to look shiny and smooth just by following our simple tricks and
tips.
At first, simply wipe down with a rug or dusting brush over the surface, for quick work of
the chore.
Sometimes it needs a more thorough washing with clean water, by rinsing it with a lint-free
cloth and drying them off with a towel at last.
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Black Stone 15 inch Granite
Garuda Idol for Home and
Temple
Read More
SKU: 01662
Price: ₹42,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Black Stone Garuda Idol, Garuda Moorti, Garuda
murti, Garuda Statue for Temple, Garuda Statue
Manufacturer, Garuda Stone Moorti, Garuda Stone
Sculptures, Garuda Stone Statue for Home and Garden
, Granite Garuda Statue

Product Description

Black Granite Stone 18 inch
Garuda Statue for Puja
Read More
SKU: 01660
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Black Stone Garuda Idol, Garuda Statue for
Temple, Garuda Statue Manufacturer, Garuda Stone
Moorti, Garuda Stone Murti, Garuda Stone Sculptures,
Garuda Stone Statue for Home and Garden, Granite
Garuda Statue
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Product Description

Black Granite Vishnu Vahanam
Garuda Statue for Temple 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01655
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Black Stone Garuda Idol, Garuda Moorti, Garuda
Statue for Temple, Garuda Statue Manufacturer,
Garuda Stone Sculptures, Garuda Stone Statue for
Home and Garden, Granite Garuda Statue

Product Description

Odisha Sandstone Abstract Lion
Elephant Sculpture for Outdoor
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01627
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Elephant Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Sandstone Stone God Goddesses Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Lion Statue for Home
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and Garden, Sandstone Stone Statue and Sculpture
Manufacturer, Sandstone Temple Stone Statue for Puja
, Vyala Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Sand Stone Sculpture Garuda
God Indian Statue for Home
Entrance and Temple
Read More
SKU: 01551
Price: ₹100,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Garuda Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Craft Decoration for Home, Garuda Moorti,
Garuda murti, garuda statue, Garuda Statue for
Temple, Garuda Statue Manufacturer, Garuda Stone
Moorti, Garuda Stone Murti, Garuda Stone Sculptures,
Garuda Stone Statue for Home and Garden, Hindu God
and Goddessess, Outdoor Stone Statue, Sandstone
Garuda Statue, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

How about a blissful setting with the 4 ft Garuda God Indian statue in your outdoor space. Make
a rugged appearance in minimalistic décor with the attractive accent piece from CRAFTS
ODISHA. Material: Sandstone Redstone Height: 4 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 48 x 36 x 15
inch Position: Kneeling About the sacred statue:

The statue is seen kneeling with the right leg vertically folded but the knee is raised while
the leg is folded and placed horizontally on a lotus pedestal.
He is a mix of the human body, limbs, head, and wings, talons, beaks of an eagle.
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His hands are folded in Anjali Mudra, with wings.
The splendid graven image is created by the artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
globally famous for its intricate design.

The embodiment of strength: Garuda

He is the Vahana of Lord Vishnu.
Widely known as the king of all birds and enemy of snakes.
You won't find any Dhwaja of Lord Vishnu without Garuda.

Direction and placement ideas:

The statue should be kept in the southwest zone while facing him to the Northeast.
Use the divine statue in the temple for Puja.
You can put each side of any Wishnu temple.
You can use it in garden decoration, fountain decoration, swimming pool decoration,
landscaping design, and interior designing, etc.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion anymore.

Benefits of  keeping the stone sculptures:

It can do wonders in enhancing one's ability and creativity.
Also helps to excel in the respective field of work.
Betterment of life and take a swift turn towards success.

Wash and care guide for the stone sculptures:

The artistic sculpture is made from Sandstone.
Its main advantage is its weather-proof quality and durability.
For cleaning, you can either bathe the statue or wipe it with a piece of cloth.
Clean it time to time, to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.
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Odisha Sandstone Garuda
Sculpture 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01441
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Create a dramatic setting with Garuda sculpture of CRAFTS ODISHA, crafted by hand. An artistic
finish without compromising the vintage short on style. Material: Sandstone / Khondaloite
Stone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 16 x 8 inch Height: 2 ft Position: Kneeling
Elucidation of the stone sculptures:

 The structure is seen kneeling with one leg bent and the other stretch behind on a lotus
plinth.
The structure is a mix of human and eagle features.
 His two hands are folded in adoration, with wings and hawk like features.
The magnificent graven image is made by the brilliant artisans of Odisha, where stone
carving is globally famous for its intricate design.

Garuda; The king of bird

He is the mount of Lord Vishnu.
He is the king of all birds and the enemy of all snakes.
You won't find any banner of Lord Vishnu without Garuda.

 Direction and placement suggestion:

The statue should be placed in the southwest zone and should face the northeast.
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Use the statue in the temple for Puja.
Placing him at the entrance of Vishnu temple.
The statue can embellish the interior design or the outdoor décor of your garden, park,
landscaping, and hotel, etc.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion anymore.

Graciousness one will get by keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps to excel in the respective area of work.
His presence and Darshan gives auspicious result, like relief from disease if seeing him on
Sunday. Bestow family and welfare if seeing him on Monday. Ensure removal of enemy
seeing him on Tuesday while bringing success and happiness if seeing him on Wednesday.
Thursday would grant long life and Friday would bestow with health while Saturday would
get liberation, so keeping a sacred statue of him at your home or temple will be benefited
you in many ways.

Tips for caring of the stone sculptures:

The lustrous sculpture is made from Redstone
Redstone is a weather-resistant and durable material.
To clean off, wipe the surface with a soft cloth.
Clean it every alternate day, to keep the shine of the stone sculptures.

Sandstone Vishnu Vahan Garuda
Sitting Statue 30 inch
Read More
SKU: 01440
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Garuda Statue for Temple,
Garuda Stone Murti, Sandstone Garuda Statue
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Product Description

The "2.5 ft sitting statue of Garuda" is hand-made and hand-finished by the skilled artist of
CRAFTS ODISHA, making it hard to take your eyes off the artisanal brilliancy of stone engraving.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Height: 2.5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 30 x 20 x
9 inch Position: Kneeling Word picture of the  stone sculptures:

The structure is seen kneeling with the right leg bent and the left one stretch behind on
the pedestal.
The statue has human limbs,  an eagle-like nose, his hands are folded in Anjali mudra, with
wings slightly open.
The statue is made by the artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is famous worldwide for
its intricate engraving.

Garuda; The celestial Devata with wings

Garuda is the vehicle mount of Lord Vishnu.
Known as the king of all birds and the enemy of all serpents.
Can transfiguration into any form and enter anywhere.
Commonly found in most Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
Garuda also has a significant part in Buddhism, widely popular in the name of "Garuda"
birds with golden wings.

Direction and placement recommendation:

The saintly idol should be set in the southwest zone and face the northeast.
The idol can be used in the temple for Puja.
You can put it on each side of the entrance of the temple Lord, Vishnu, Krishna, Jagannath.
The statue can be installed in the interior design of your home, palace, or the outdoor
décor of your garden, park, landscaping, and hotel, etc.
Present your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion any longer.

Rip the benefits of keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps to excel in the respective area of work, by increasing self-confidence and courage.
Ward off the evil eye and negative energy from your life.
He grants his devotee name, fame, and wealth.
Fulfill the life with joyous and happiness of his worshiper.

Tips for dusting the sacred statue:
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The sculpt is built from durable stone-like Sandstone.
Sandstone or khondalite stone materials are weather-proof and do not disintegrate easily.
By using a cloth or broom clean up the surface of the stone sculptures.
 Dust it periodically, to keep away the dirt from accumulating.

Sandstone Garuda Sitting
Statue 30 inch
Read More
SKU: 01439
Price: ₹56,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: garden statue, Sandstone Garuda Statue, statue
for home decor, Vahan of Lord Vishnu

Product Description

Give your decoration a high-end look with the Garuda sitting rugged textured statue of 2.5 ft, a
delightful appeal on both interior and exterior themes. Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone
Height: 2.5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 30 x 24 x 10 inch Position: Kneeling Elucidation
of the stone sculptures:

The structure is seen kneeling with one leg bent and the other stretch behind on the lotus
pedestal.
His hands are folded in adoration, with partially open wings.
The statue is made by the artisans of Odisha, where stone engraving is globally famous for
its intricate design.

Garuda; The legendry bird

Garuda is the Vahana of Lord Vishnu.
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He is the king of all birds and the enemy of the serpent.
He is the personification of courage.
Can transmigrate into any form and enter anywhere.

 Direction and placement suggestion:

The idol should be placed in the southwest zone and face the northeast.
Use the statue in the temple for Puja.
Can be set at the entrance of temple Lord, Vishnu, Krishna, Jagannath.
You can use it in the interior design of your home, palace, or the outdoor decoration of
your garden, park, landscaping, and hotel, etc.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion any longer.

Do well out of keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps to excel in the respective area of work.
Ward off the evil eye and negative energy.
He bestows his devotee with gain, fame, and wealth.
Fulfill life his worshiper life with joyous and happiness.

Tips for caring and cleaning :

The sculpture is made from durable stone-like Sandstone.
Sandstone materials are weather-resistant and shatter-proof.
For the dusting, simply wipe the surface with a soft cloth or broom.
Dust it every alternate day, to keep away the dirt from the stone sculptures.
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Pink Soapstone Soft Stone Small
Garuda Idol 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01373
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, car decor, Garuda Stone
Moorti, Garuda Stone Murti, Pathar Ki Murti, soapstone
garuda statue, Soft Stone Garuda Statue

Product Description

The smooth finish, humble design, and luxury touch by supporting a convenient shelf décor "
the small Garuda " idol is a fresh take on the classic concept of the artwork. Material:
Pinkstone / Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 2.5 x 2 inch Position: Kneeling Details
about the  stone sculptures; A hybrid between man and eagle

The statuette is seen kneeling with the right leg bent and the left one stretch behind on a
two-layer lotus pedestal.
Chiseled with human limbs,  an eagle-like nose, hands are seen folded in Namaste posture,
with wings slightly open like it's ready to fly.
The beautiful statuette is built by the skilled artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
famous worldwide for its intricate carving.

Garuda:  Lord of the sky

Garuda is the vehicle mount of God Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and the enemy of all Nagas.
He can transform himself into any form and can enter anywhere.
Mostly found in Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
He is widely admired for his service, concern, and speed, and strength in many
mythological stories.
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Garuda also has mentioned in the Buddhist text,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden
wings.

Direction and suggestion of placement: 

The saintly idol should be set in the southwest zone and face the northeast.
The idol can be used in the temple of your home or office.
You can place it in the cupboard, cabin, and showcase of your living room and office.
The dashboard of your car and reception desk will also prove to be a favorable place to set
the idol.
Gift your dear one with the tiny-winy sculpts on their special occasion.

Few advantages of keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps you to outshine in your respective area of work, by increasing self-confidence and
courage.
Prevent from the evil eye and negative energy from your home and business life.
He provides name, fame, and wealth to his devotee in all walks of life.
Fulfills the life with joyous and happiness of his idolater.

Guidance  for cleaning and dusting:

The sculpt is built from durable stone-like Soapstone.
Soapstone materials are weather-proof and non-porous.
You can make use of a soft cloth to wipe the surface of the stone sculptures.
Dust it time to time, to keep the glaze of the statue.
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Soapstone Lord Hanuman
Sitting Idol 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00935
Price: ₹5,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Make an elegant statement with Lord Hanuman sitting idol, from your very own
Craftodisha. An artistic finish with a blissful setting. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1 inch Position: Sitting Elucidation of the  stone sculptures:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus plinth.
The statue is seen gesturing in Abhay Mudra with one hand and carrying his mace with the
other.
The delightful sculpt is made by the efficient artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Lord Hanuman: 

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
The meaning of the word "Hanuman" is  "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man
means Disfigured).
Lord Hanuman is the personification of supremely strong, assertive, and intelligent.
Lord Hanuman is always portrayed kneeling with folded hands in front of Lord Rama in the
shrines of Lord Rama.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra in several parts of India.
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Placement ideas and suggestions  :

The idol should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
You place it on the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Don't give a second thought to presenting your loved one, at their special event.

Reap the utilities by keeping the statue :

Lord Hanuman alleviates all problems from life.
Also wards off the ill effect of planet Saturn, and keeps out all kinds of negative energies.
He bestows his devotee with strength, courage, and power.

Guidance  for cleaning of the stone sculptures:

The statue is made from substantial material like soapstone.
Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-resistant nature.
Take a soft cloth and wipe the surface of the statue.
Keep dusting it from time to time.

Soapstone Ashirvad Hanuman
Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00933
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Give your decor space an ornament of a lifetime with this Ashirwad Hanuman statue,
from the house of CRAFTS ODISHA and its brilliant artisans ensuring you a piece to
remember. Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  6 x 3 x 1.5 inch Position:
Sitting Description of the beautiful stone statuette: 

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus pedestal.
The statue is seen posing in Abhay Mudra with one hand while carrying his mace in
another.
The enchanting statue is made by the skilled artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
widely famous for its intricate design.

Hanuman: The invincible and immortal

Believed to be an Avatar of Lord Shiva.
In Sanskrit Hanuman means "Disfigured jaw", the resemblance with a monkey appearance.
Lord Hanuman represents superhuman strength, devotion, and perseverance.
Lord Hanuman is always seen below the feet of Lord Rama in the shrines of Lord Rama.
Once every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of Chaitra, Hanuman Jayanti is
celebrated.

Placement ideas for the stone sculptures :

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south direction of home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple of your home or office.
Amplify the console, sideboard, and reception desk of your home or office with the
adorable sculpt.
You can also place it on the study desk of your study room or office.
Gift your loved ones this adorable statuette at their special event.

Benefits of keeping the ardent devotee of Lord Rama:

 Lord himself symbolizes health and power, worshipping him gives you innumerable boons
and blessings.
He keeps the ill effect of planets away from his devotees.
His blessings help to excel in all walks of the devotee's life.
To overcome any complexity in life, Lord removes all the darkness and guides through the
righteous path in one's life.

Guidance  for dusting the stone sculptures:

Soapstone is a durable material from which the statue is made.
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Its main advantages are its non-porous and shatter-proof nature.
For the cleaning of the statue, take a soft cloth and wipe the surface.
Keep dusting it periodically to keep the dirt away from the stone sculptures.

Panchamukhi Soapstone
Hanuman Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 00926
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Want to give your living room a religious ambiance, which can easily reposition, then
CRAFTS ODISHA is here to be in the service of your concern. The Panchamukhi
Hanuman statue is enough to compliment your decor from every angle. Material:
Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  8.5 x 6 x 2.5 inch Position: Standing  Explanation
of the artful stone sculptures:

The towering statue is seen standing on a lotus pedestal.
The statue has five faces in all five directions (East, South, West, North, and Atop) with 10
hands equipped with many weapons like a battle-ax, disk, mace, trident, and sword.
The captivating art object is built by the skillful artificer of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely famous for its intricate carving.

Hanuman: The divine aura of invincible strength
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The five-faced  Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha. Pancha Mukhi Hanuman is known as the combined Avatar of Lord Hanuman and
Lord Vishnu.
All the five heads are that of Hayagriva(atop), Narsimha(south), Hanuman(East),
Varaha(North), and Garuda(West). Out of this Hayagriva, Narasimha and Varaha are
incarnations of Lord Vishnu.
The five faces depict five forms of prayer, Naman, Smaran, Keerthanam, Yachanam,
Arpanam.

Decorative ideas and direction of  placing the stone sculptures:

The Pancha Mukhi Idol of Lord should always be placed in the southwest direction.
You can use it to worship in the temple of your home, or office.
You can amplify the décor of your living room or office by keeping this on the table,
mantle, console, or sideboard.
A godly gift for your loved one, on their special occasion of birthday, home warming, or
marriage anniversary, etc.

Advantages one may heave by keeping the devout statue:

The five-faced idol of Lord Hanuman fight off evil energy and that households don't suffer
any problem.
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets destroyed with his grace.
The five-faced idol not only relief from various disease also remove all planetary dosha.
Also, increase in wealth, fear vanishes, and enemies are conquered.

Cleaning techniques: 

The religious idol is made from soapstone.
Its non-porous and shatter-proof nature makes it everlasting.
Wipe the dirt and dust using a soft cloth without scrubbing.
Keep dusting it every so often to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures.
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